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The size of the bed frame varies based on the style sometimes. All the structure models will
be made around the dimension of the queen mattress, the specific figures will give you a
generous estimate of the size of the bed frame. A standard queen bed dimension is usually
5 feet by 6 feet, 8 inches, or 60 inches by 80 inches.
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This will refer to the mattress’ dimensions itself; this will estimate 2 to 5 additional inches
for that bulk of frame that is extra. So, typically an Afterpay bed size will probably be
between 62 to 65 x 82 to 85 inches. Simpler frames of bed like simple slatted platform
frames or traditional metal rail frames will mostly come with a relatively slim profile, and
they will not add much standard queen mattress size that is standard.
Bed frames with headboards and footboards will add extra bulk typically. Expect 3 to 5
additional inches over the size of your mattress itself, on the dependence of style. Platform
beds and bed frames that have storage will add a lot more bulk. For the larger pieces, you
should check with your manufacturer to get the dimensions exactly. If you shop for a queen
bed frame, it is essential to precisely look for the measurements before purchasing it. It is
ideal for measuring the space that you are planning to put the new beds in; so that you can
get the feel of how nicely they will fit.

Olympic Queen or California Queen?
The referenced dimensions refer to the standard queen bed frame which is the most
common mattress size. Although it is rare, other versions of the Furniture also exist. It
includes the California queen or Olympic queen; both of these bed frames have different
dimensions.
California queen mattresses are 84 inches long and 60 inches wide. The width is the same
as the standard queen, which has an additional 4 inches of space for the legroom for taller
people. A california bed will be somewhere between 65 x 89 inches or 62 x 86 inches; its
dependence is on the style.
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Olympic queen mattresses are 80 inches long and 66 inches wide. There is an additional 6
inches of width as compared to the standard queen. An Olympic queen bed frame will
probably be between 71 x 85 inches or 68 x 82 inches; its dependence is on the style.

Where to Buy a Mattress for your Queen Bed Frame
There are many places where you will be able to buy a new mattress for your beds. If you
like to buy from online stores because of the convenience and have many mattress retailer
websites, you can browse them.

If you want to feel and touch the mattress before purchasing, you can check the mattress
showrooms, departmental stores, and furniture stores.

Online Retailers
Online mattress companies have become one of the most common ways to buy a new
mattress. You can find beds online and on other storefronts or get them directly from the
company’s website. There are some benefits to purchasing an online mattress vs. shopping
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from a traditional store. One of the most important advantages is that they are cheap.
Because the company that sells mattresses online sells directly to the purchasers, it will cut
the middleman’s expenses.

Mattress Showrooms
Mattress showrooms allow you to try many mattresses out and usually have highly
knowledgeable staff at the store to answer the questions you have.

As mentioned earlier, many mattress stores will not match the prices that will be provided
to you in the stores online. The mattress showroom typically has more costs to meet, like
staff wages and building maintenance. Moreover, while mattress stores are a perfect way to
see the mattress models’ variety in person, they cannot typically match the complete
versatility of shopping online. Mattress showrooms have a large amount of space so that
many mattresses can be displayed.
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Furniture Stores
Most people who shop for new bed frames and other furniture for the bedroom should save
time by buying the mattress from the same furniture store that you are buying your bed
frame from.

Many furniture store mattresses are on a price that can be cheap because they have foam or
a simple innerspring design.

Department Stores
Many big stores provide mattresses as a part of their lineup with a comprehensive product
lineup. Just as in the furniture store, the primary reason you should buy the department
store’s mattress would be convenience. The department store will not be a specialist in
selling the mattresses for your bed frame, so you might be able to get the right mattress,
but you are less likely to get the greater one.
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Few Products from our website that you should take a
look at:
We have many products available on our website: Mattress offers that is available for a
considerable discount and has fantastic products to take a look at. Some of them are listed
below, but they are not the only ones that we have.

1. Queen Size Bed Headboard
You will surely be impressed with the beautiful thing that this incredible art deco-inspired
bed head looks like literally available at Mattress Offers.
Upholstered with premium faux leather, it is an elegant bed headboards that features an
excellent tufted design that will always stand out.

2. King Size Bed Headboard
The king-size bedhead bed frame from Mattress offers is designed to brilliantly blend with
the electric or modern décor without making a fuss.
It is built to free stand and has an anti-scratch base; our soft and robust headboard is an
excellent addition to the bedroom.
If you want to get the best furniture, log on to Mattress offers to get the best queen bed
frame for your bedroom. You will get a wide variety of bed frames on our website. We have
the best quality bed frame for your bedroom that you can select from.
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